TEAM UPDATE NEWS & TIME LINE
Since we are people helping people as we help each other…
You should receive an email (if you have not yet you will) from “PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE” in the past 8 hours.
AGAIN if you have not yet seen it; watch for it…because it will be coming!
When you see it, it includes your login instructions to the new step-up program we have transitioned most all of
your WCF members into based on those excel spreadsheets received.
Thanks to the WCF, Noble 6, 7, & 8 delays we have been presented with a much better option that is being
rd
called…A NEW SHIP, the love boat, and because the 3 time is a charm; maybe our golden goose!
Here is the TIMELINE SCHEDUAL. (Subject to change based on the receiving of your links and the speed of IT)
As of Midnight on Friday Night /Saturday 12:01 am PST: the data began getting up loaded into the server. This is
when the Welcome letters are sent out with the links, user name, and passwords.
Once you get your welcome info you get to go in and see everything. (This is also the weekend had scheduled to do
some server updates and site expansions. This is what has slowed the process of loading the data.)  Sorry for that
unknown fact that has caused any discomfort. Lking forward to greater things!
Now as to how to pay to stay in and play: AS OF NOW BY: Sunday 12:00 Midnight PST
Join with us, keep your matrix intact, by funding just one-time $50 BEFORE
Sunday 12:00 Midnight PST. (KNOW THIS IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE SO EVERONE HAS THEIR LINKS AND THE SAME
OPPORTUNITY TO SEE EVERYTING TOO.) Remember if you or your loved ones were the last ones to get your link
you would want the same grace extended to you.
Here is how you do it:
Once you have received your welcome letter from ‘PHP’ with a link and password; Go to the site look at it! Like
what you see? Take the next step…
Click here to pay: http://peoplehelpingpeopleworldwide.com or http://phpatw.com
Before logging in, click on JOIN NOW; YOU ARE ALREADY JOINED so…DO NOT COMPLETE STEP 1 of the FORM TO
JOIN! LET ME REPEAT: YOU ARE ALREADY JOINED so…DO NOT COMPLETE STEP 1 of the FORM TO JOIN!
1.
2.

Click STEP 2 and “CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE PRODUCT”
Complete the purchase. If purchasing for someone other than yourself, be sure to put their NAME and
USERNAME in the “Additional Information” window at checkout.

It is important you know that we are all in a holding tank together. We will all be activated at the same time
together once the payment process is completed and ready to compress the matrix. The key is we are all
together and want no one to jump over the process that we are being instructed to do. We do not want any
additional delays, setbacks, or anyone to lose their place in the matrix. (By doing the wrong thing, you can
accidently take yourself out.) We can agree that we have all invested too much to let this happen.
Withdrawals begin daily on Tuesday, January 23rd. For most it will begin with MUCH more than the $50 DAY ONE.
Because of your relationship with the support success line Stephan and Karlyn from Waszuppnow.net you and
your team have been positioned at the TOP of the matrix. You will see your entire WCF team showing in your
matrix tree below you, PLUS others from SPILLOVER already happening.

Be sure you are your team are registered and get in the communication loop on the site Waszuppnow.net
to stay in the know and LEARN Waszz Happening Now!

Updates will be posted to the site along with audio updates that will come out within 24hrs (Give or take
an hour) or on an as need to know bases as changes occur.
Welcome to a GREAT 2018 … FINALLY we are working as ONE TEAM to make things happen!

Your support line and partners in profit!

My Personal Outline of Events:
Here is what has happened to date…
After 7 months of working for FREE on a program that we wanted to believe was going to do so much and took
more than they offered. We were praying hard!
January 10th Wednesday evening- I had a dream detailing 2 ships
January 11th Thursday- Stephan and I had a talk with ‘fricky’ as to what to do next since there was no Ash to be
found or no $$s paid to be reimbursed as promised. Shared my dream and discussed a way to help the field.
th

January 12 Friday- Went on a huge hunt! Major interviews to find the New Ship
th

January 13 Saturday- Our Pre-Call before the call: We told the guys what we planned and direction we were
going. We offered Fred and Ricky an opportunity to work together and would be willing to be placed under
them if they wanted to work together and they refused. Fred wants to start his own company. Ricky was going
to go with Fred.
Then we did the final update call to the whole company (yet still carrying the responsibility of being a support
team leader to our WCF team.
The announcement call, after the call of a NEW DIRECTION for 2018 Switching Ships! (A Love it Boat!)
Received a text from Ricky that said; ‘Great Call! I want to hedge my bet and take a position.’ (I sent him a
spreadsheet)
th

January 14 Sunday- Began to create excel spreadsheets of my org and their people and theirs.
January 15th Monday- Getting in spreadsheets and word docs that need to be put onto excel sheets. There is lots
of work to be done. To help people find their people…helping them to find and locate their people we have gone
into their WCF back offices and type out the each name. This is taking extra work and time to type them all out.
January 16th Tuesday- Our day is starting out like yesterday.
January 17th Wednesday- Going through all the names to see there are no caps and everyone has an email
address.
January 18th Thursday- Last day sand all spreadsheets go in to Julie
January 19th Friday- Julie went through all of the documents and put them all onto one excel list for loading
them in order to the server. JULIE STARTED EARLY YET THE PROSESS IS SLOW DUE TO IT UPGRADES.
January 19th Night Midnight- the server begins to get uploaded and email links should be received…
January 20th Saturday- We have moved the deadline back so everyone gets a chance to get loaded to view, see,
look, and pay. * We have posted this PDF doc and pay link for you.
January 21st Sunday- Want to see that everyone has their links and is ready to move forward by Midnight PST. If
so then we can begin purging out the dead weight. PLEASE NOTE: (We move this back based on the teams
requests and provides all links have been received)
Share some knowledge we have learned about the Company or Back office:
How EZ it was to receive funds! Helped someone who was already in that knew someone we know. We were
able to help and assist to learn- There are 3 checks and balances to verify it is you… now his $$$ on the way!

January 22nd Monday- There is an update info call tonight!
Julie has been working on all of the spreadsheet uploads through the server ups and downs! S sorry for the
delays that have been out of our control. There may be a few more days of this.
January 23rd Tuesday- Julie has been working on all of the spreadsheet and uploads with me all day. Updated
and lost people added in with new spreadsheets.
January 24th Wednesday- Julie has been working on all of the spreadsheet and uploads and placement
corrections prior to loading them.
Update call planned for 6:00 PM PST
Some additional benefits to the back office: Do not decide to join… they get moved to the, free joined members
for 10 days. Then they get moved to the, holding tank member’s area. This is where someone can gift them in by
purchasing them in by paying 50.00 for them. (Do not click this link as you will be billed immediately for the
50.00!)
January 25th Thursday- Targeting 12 noon PST NO MORE ADDITIONS (Spreadsheets). Get your purchases made!
We (STEPHAN & KARLYN) will have the master list to help make corrections of spelling, emails, etc.
* Julie will begin crediting all those accounts (Income Centers) who have purchased their products (5 E-Books)
Starting as of: 12:01 AM PST.
Julie will be getting the accounts marked as paid to get them moved over…
January 26th Friday- Get your purchases made! (Keep good records) Make sure you make it easy for Julie to
know who to credit and mark as paid.
January 27th Saturday- 12:01 AM PST to begin gleaning out the un-paid.
January 28th Sunday- ready to do the ‘clean out’ phase for those that do not want to move forward.
January 29th Monday- Uploading can begin! Takes 24 to 48 hours!
January 30th TuesdayJanuary 31st Wednesday-
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